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SciFi Rocketship
the outside world for soldiers. Drones are hatching
eggs and feeding larvae to create more soldiers to
replace those that will be lost taking over the
eastern continent before heading west. Meanwhile
their queen has gone into overdrive mating and
producing eggs at a prodigal rate. It is a biological
factory for a war machine here to take over the
world. The only way to defeat them is to enter the
meteorite and kill the queen by any means
necessary.

Map Description:
There are three exterior motifs. One of them
has lightning symbols on the wings and on the sides
of a yellow cockpit. One of them has a stars and
stripes cockpit with stars on the wings. The last one
has a green cockpit with stars on the side and a redtip that has bald eagles on the sides with a star on
the center wing flanked by the rockets.
All of the ships have a main chassis with two
rockets in the middle and a four point wing design
that ends at the tail end of the ship. Potential
armaments could be a laser gun at the tip of the
rocket ship or rockets on the undercarriage of the
ship.

Using SciFi Rocketship with our other
products
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For bigger rocket ships, Modular Rocketship
can be used to create larger rocket ships with a
square layout for the tabletop. The Modular
Rocketship also has square top down characters and
square top down sci-fi containers and energy cells
that could be added to either map on the tabletop.
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Getting into the ship is accomplished by using a
ladder or stairs to reach the two side doors in the
chassis. Another possible entrance is the front
wings could be used as bridges to the cockpit after
landing with sliding doors at the sides of the
cockpit.

https://www.drivethrurpg.com/product/10549
1/Modular-Rocketship?affiliate_id=12615
For the tabletop, SciFi Characters Miniatures
can be used to make figure flats for characters in
the rocket ship.

Getting between the cockpit and the inner
chassis requires climbing up to the cockpit or down
to the back as the cockpit is located slightly higher
than the belly of the ship (About an inch or 5 feet
up).

https://www.drivethrurpg.com/product/11027
8/SciFi-Characters-Miniatures?affiliate_id=12615
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The interior has two seats in the cockpit for a
pilot captain and a navigator and/or marksman
copilot.

For the virtual tabletop (VTT) Virtual Tabletop
Tokens Vol 2 SciFi can be used for virtual SciFi
character tokens.

The inner chassis has space for three people.
One of the seats faces backwards towards the
rocket engine and is presumably a mechanic,
scientist, or engineer’s seat. The other two seats
facing forward could be used as passenger seats or
for other useful personnel like a doctor and/or
linguist.

https://www.drivethrurpg.com/product/12948
9/Virtual-Tabletop-Tokens-Vol-2SciFi?affiliate_id=12615
For the adventure hook, Unnatural Eclipse,
Places of Horror Vol 1 has an egg-filled lair that
could be used for the confrontation with the queen.

Using SciFi Rocketship
https://www.drivethrurpg.com/product/10891
6/Places-of-Horror-Vol-1?affiliate_id=12615

For the adventure hook, Unnatural Eclipse, the
meteorite is a bizarre maze of honeycombs that
have been covered by wax. Workers are removing
the wax and opening up more and more passages to
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